• The catamaran lands on the bumpers mounted on the platform. The platform displaces until the system reaches equilibrium
• The bow-mounted fender helps in:
-Absorbing the impact energy -Providing friction at the contact surface
• O&M technicians step-over from the vessel to a platform mounted ladder
• Access is possible when:
-No-slip conditions occur at the fender -Relative rotations are below tolerance limits
Methodology/1
Landing procedure on a floating platform Source: Windcat Workboats
Evaluation of short-term response extremes
Vessel/platform data Potential-flow solver
Multi-body hydrodynamic coefficients

Analysis of linear multi-body constrained system
Displacement and joint forces TFs
Access safety thresholds
Access is possible
Wave data
Response maxima <?
Kinematic constraints
Input data Modelling and results
Access is NOT possible yes no
Analysis of constrained multi-body system: approach
Methodology/3
• Floating body equation of motion in frequency domain -Multibody hydrodynamic coefficients from DNV SESAM -Linearization of mooring and quadratic damping 
Methodology/5
Analysis of constrained multi-body system: access criteria 
Variance of linear response
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Distribution of response crests
System transfer functions -Joint forces (α and β)
"HS" = "Head Sea", "HQS" = "Head Quartering Sea", "BS" = "Beam sea"
• Short (5-12 s) and very long (20-25 s) waves -Upward slip is more probable than downward -Head seas give higher contact forces than in beam seas -Hs, significant wave height -Tp, wave peak period -θm, mean wave direction -σθ, mean directional spreading 
